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Dear Lake Neighbors, 
 
It is time again for consideration of renewing the maintenance contract on our beautiful back-yard lake. 

As you are aware, last year, there was a change in treatment plans causing a significant increase in the 
monthly charge. The result, however, was that the problem with algae was brought under control, and we 
have had a clear lake throughout the entire year, something we have not had for the past number of years. 

I spoke with the maintenance company, requesting that they consider not increasing their rate, and they have 
agreed, meaning there will not be any increase in the cost, should we renew the contract. 

I hope that you all will agree that we continue with the service, knowing that without on-going control, the 
lake quickly can turn to an unsightly, smelly mess. Whereas last year, three residents did not participate,a 
good resident kindly contributed additional funds to cover one, and I covered the other two, besides my own 
share.. I truly hope that everyone can find a way to participate this year. 
 
Please, if you do not desire to contribute, please indicate as soon as possible. 
 

Kurt 

 

 
Return this portion to:  Kurt M. Klotz     kklotz@yahoo.com 
 by Jan 1 2015   12926 137th Lane North 
 or call 595-0345  Largo, Florida 33774-2413   
 
[   ] YES, I want to continue / begin my assistance with the yearly “Lake Maintenance Contract” in order to 
continue the beauty of my surrounding property. I am enclosing my contribution of $248.00.  
 
[   ] YES, however I cannot afford it at this time. I will contribute as much as I can at a later date. 
 
[   ] NO, I do not care to join the others in keeping our lake clean and beautiful. 
 
Signed_________________________________________ Date_______________________ 
 
Email: ____________________________________________________________________ 
 
On behalf of all those who have been so proactive on keeping our lake clean, I wish to thank you all for 
your support and contributions. . Kurt M. Klotz 




